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Abstract. The study develops fuzzy stock prediction system that integrates the novel
computer technologies of stepwise regression analysis (SRA), auto-clustering analysis,
recursive least-squares (RLS) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) learning schemes.
The SRA methodology serves as a data filtering channels to select two primary technical
indexes from the training dataset. The selected items are then assigned as input variables
of the fuzzy prediction system to simplify the modeling architecture. An efficient evolu-
tionary clustering algorithm can then determine the available centers positions of the
membership functions. It is proposed to exploit appropriate behaviors of the identified
stock dataset. In addition, the initial architecture of fuzzy prediction system is repre-
sented with the trained clusters information. The proposed evolutionary-based learning
scheme with its evolutionary hybrid particle swarm optimization (PSO) and recursive
least-squares (RLS) technologies can extract the appropriate parameters for the fuzzy
stock prediction system. The proposed fuzzy stock prediction systems are implemented as
necessary data acquirement, feature description and time serious stock prices and trends
forecasting stages in the real financial environment. The objective of this study is that it
is not only capable of automatically initializing and creating the appropriate fuzzy archi-
tecture, but it can also develop the stock model to accurately simulate the actual trading
of the Taiwan stock indexes (TAIEX). This study develops various stock predictions ex-
amples for daily and weekly approximations for the training and testing phases based on
historical TAIEX data. A comparison with other learning methods shows that the pro-
posed approach offers improved forecasting accuracy. The generated fuzzy stock model
can help traders achieve the greatest rewards in real TAIEX trading applications.
Keywords: Auto-clustering analysis, Fuzzy stock prediction system, Particle swarm
optimization, Recursive least-squares, Taiwan stock indexes

1. Introduction. Forecasting stock prices and their trends are important factors in
achieving significant gains in financial markets. Behavior descriptions in the historical
collection of financial time series data are that it faces a big challenge to recover the
tremendous sudden variation, complex and non-linear dimensionality. However, stock
markets exhibit dynamic, nonlinear, chaotic, nonparametric, and complicated features
[20,30]. Predictions stock market prices and movements is a difficult task because of
the significant influence of several macro-economical factors, including political events,
general economic conditions, investors’ expectations, institutional investors’ choices, and
unexpected situations in other stock markets, and psychology of investors [31]. In gen-
eral, there are two main catalogues (i.e., fundamental econometrics and technical indexes
analysis) for stock forecasting procedures. Thus, the best trading time is when the stock
price is approaching the acceptable range [6]. Fundamental econometrics analysis is based
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on collected macroeconomics data and their tendency in the world. The most command
factors in a stock forecasting system are interest rates, money supply, inflationary rates,
national income accounting, foreign exchange rates, and industrial production rates [2].
These indexes are the main factors affecting the gross domestic product (GDP). Great in-
vestors first obtain required financial historical and real-time macroeconomics data. They
then apply the reliable financial analysis methods to forecast the possible high and low
movement range of the stock market before making decisions about buying or selling ac-
tions. The technical analysis method uses this stock index information, tighter with the
calculation of trading prices, volumes size and moving time, to deliver useful informa-
tion for choosing the available stratagies (i.e., buy, sell, or wait actions) [26]. Generating
a stock forecasting model system with technical indexes has been a major concern in
economic fields. Fazel Zarandi et al. selected several technical indices to form a multiple-
input-single-output type 2 fuzzy model system to perform stock price forecasting task
[17]. Chun and Park collected four technical indexes to derive the nearest training case
for predicting the real stock price movements with a dynamic adaptive ensemble case
based reasoning in the Korean sock exchange market [14]. Atsalakis and Valavanis used
the neuro-fuzzy methodology to predict the next day’s stock market trend [2]. Several
studies use the historical stock trading price, volume and other datasets in the past thirty
years [1,4,8,24,29]. In reality, their approach attended to model the framework of historic
serial data for nonlinear stock price representation, prediction, and decisions in resolving
stock problems. Previous experiments indicate that a fuzzy model system can accurately
predict the accurate time-series future of stock behavior based on the observations of
collected past and current technical input datasets.
Fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference engines are an inherently non-linear way to be considered

as a universal function approximation [34]. Therefore, fuzzy model systems cannot only
reconstruct well to approximate the complex non-linear financial time-series data, but
can also deal with the well-known variations condition in stock price. Over the last
few decades, many artificial fuzzy model systems have used a valid learning machine
to obtain the human-type linguistic fuzzy rules, which in turn play important roles in
solving the system identified problems [34]. Several clustering algorithms use different
measures, and have also been adopted to particular purposes and engineering applications.
For example, the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm introduced by Bezdek [5] and the K-
means algorithm presented by Anderberg [3] are both the most popular known clustering
algorithms that divide a collected dataset into several groups, and then calculate the
cluster centers for the selection of the related data groups. The drawback of using the FCM
and K-means algorithms is that a suitable number of the cluster centers must be given
manually in advance. Despite traditional electrics measure, the proper reorganization in
cluster centers number has been developed substantially by the efficient validity functions
to yield [13,35]. Based on the concept of fuzzy logic and inference theory, and first
introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [36], Song and Chissom applied the MAX-MIN operation to
generate the linguistic fuzzy rules for forecasting enrollment at the University of Alabama
[27]. Other researchers solved temperature prediction and the Taiwan features exchange
(TAIFEX) forecasting problems use forecasting methods with a two-factor high-order
fuzzy time series to achieve great forecasting accuracy [11,12]. Wang and Chen [32]
used an automatic clustering algorithm to divide the collected dataset and forecast the
temperature and the Taiwan Futures Exchange (TAIFEX) with the high-order fuzzy time
series technology. Lai et al. used an evolutionary genetic algorithm and fuzzy decision tree
to decide the best time to buy or sell on the trends of a stock prediction model [26]. To
approximate the purpose of the stock price function approximation, appropriate validity
functions can improve the quality to evaluate the structure of training data and detect
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the reasonable cluster centers number. Based on Chou’s study [13], selecting a better
validity function should simultaneously consider compact and shell properties to separate
various complex datasets. One of the main objectives of the fuzzy prediction model
system is to approach an exact characterization of the expected model for rebuilding
the non-linear behavior in the collected time serial data. The commonly used fuzzy
inference engine requires three categorized parameters (i.e., the centers, the widths of
membership functions, and connection weights of consequent parts) to reproduce the
primary behavior of the discussed time serial data. In practicality, a suitable membership
function is first determined based on the consideration in covering the scatter-typed region
of the training data. In general, the number of fuzzy rule is determined by experience,
and is often derived in time-consuming, trial-and-error way. This manual approach is
too imprecise to predict complex and uncertain time series data. Other gradient descent
type learning machines also have difficultly solving complex, higher dimensional data
modeling and prediction problems. To construct an initial fuzzy model system, this study
uses a clustering-based algorithm with a well-defined cluster validity measure to assess
the interaction among patterns. This approach ensures that training data are similar to
the selected cluster centers. Therefore, the study uses Chou’s CS measure to build the
initial fuzzy model system in the structure identification step. The secondary step involves
generating a flexible learning algorithm to acquire the desired parameters. Because of the
adoption of universal functional approximation, fuzzy model systems with various learning
schemes approximate nonlinear time series data and solve complex prediction problems
[2,10,16,18,32].

The two main types of learning scheme include local and global type parameters learning
algorithms. The gradient descent type algorithm can be considered as a typical local
learning stratagem that obtains an accurate system curve from the identified dataset [33].
However, the actual derived results are most likely to encounter local optimal problems
and may cause unacceptable modeling outcomes for complex and high-dimensional dataset
problems with some variances in initial conditions. Several global learning algorithms
can improve the performance of the fuzzy rules-based systems when the traditional local
type optimal learning algorithm falls into local optimal solutions. For examples, the
genetic algorithms (GA) [21], and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [9,19,22] are
the popular evolutionary learning algorithms that acquire the appropriate parameters
of fuzzy systems. Kenney and Eberhart first introduced the Evolutionary PSO-based
learning methods in 1995 through a simplified social sharing model [25]. The swarm-
like PSO learning algorithm simulates the manner of bird flocking or fish schooling, and
automatically generates the initial architectures and extracts the proper parameters of the
fuzzy stock prediction system. Because of the actuation of the specific fitness function,
the PSO can efficiently identify the best parameters in the search space. If the initial
architecture of the fuzzy model system is set correctly, the proposed PSO-RLS learning
scheme can combine the global PSO learning algorithm with recursive least-squares (RLS)
technology to solve stock prediction problems.

2. Evolutional Fuzzy Structure Auto-Learning Scheme. The primary purpose of
creating the initial architecture of the fuzzy model system is to extract the important input
factors from the collected training dataset. The proposed configuration stage applies the
dynamic regression concept and stepwise regression analysis (SRA) [26] to simplify the
system model and reduce the complex computation when initializing the fuzzy model.
Therefore, the SRA method in this study selects only two technical indexes. It can be
considered as the primary factors to provide the most appropriate information on how
to predict the variant stock price in the discussed TAIEX dataset. This is an important
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theme because it allows traders to efficiently track the actual stock-price trends and
movements to obtain the big benefits. The training process of the stepwise regression
analysis (SRA) allows it to gradually add the principal technical indices or delete the
lower priority technical indices after several regression steps. This is a great way to
choose the principal indices by sorting the priority of the technical stock indices from the
complicated stock database. Therefore, this method choose only the most two important
items as the input variables in this way to generate the architecture of the fuzzy stock
prediction system. Training samples include 18 indices from the technical stock indices
dataset including 6 period moving average (5 MA, 10 MA, 20 MA, 60 MA, 120 MA, 240
MA), 3 period bias indicator (6 BIAS, 12 BIAS, 24 BIAS), stochastic line (K and D values),
3 relative strength indicator (6 RSI, 12 RSI, 24 RSI), 1 moving average convergence and
divergence (MACD), 1 William indicator(14 WMS), and 4 volume of transaction (1 VOL,
4 VOL, 8 VOL, 15 VOL), samples. Detailed definitions of these different MA, BIAS, K,
D, RSI, MACD and WMS indexes are available in the other references [7,15].
To select the proper number of fuzzy rules, the developed evolutional auto-clustering

algorithm with the available measuring function can be manipulated to self-determine
the clustering numbers, and their related center positions. An automatic clustering-based
algorithm with flexible validity function, called the CS measuring function, is used to
identify the distribution of the trained stock dataset. It is feasible to attempt a real
cluster number from the discussed time-series stock dataset. The most similar data will
be collected as one group and removed the dissimilar data point into the other cluster
areas.
In a fuzzy model system, the n-inputs-single-output model contains several fuzzy IF-

THEN rules. The proposed whole input variables are determined by an n-dimensional
pattern as the vector form X = (x1, x2, . . ., xn). The developed fuzzy inference engine
chooses the specific hyper-ellipsoid membership functions (HEk) to define the input fuzzy
space and a single value yk is bound to achieve the system output. The fuzzy rules-base
can be described as follows:

RULE(i) : IF X is MBi THEN Y is yi, i = 1, 2, . . .,Num, (1)

where Num is the total number of fuzzy rules and yi denotes a real value of the corre-
sponding ith rule. The mathematical formula of Membership function MBi is defined as
follows:

MBl(X) = exp

(
−

(
n∑

l=1

(xl − ail)
2

(bil)
2

))
(2)

where ail and bil represent the center and length of the lth principal axis for the related
ith hyper-ellipsoid function, respectively. Both required parameters ail and bil approach
the better region of fuzzy set in the premised part. The value of yi is denoted as the
consequent part of the fuzzy system’s parameters set. The study uses a simplified fuzzy
inference engine and the weighted average defuzzifier method. When the input vector is
applied to the fuzzy system, the output value (Y ) can be derived as

Y =

Mun∑
i=1

MBi(X) • yi
Mun∑
i=1

MBi(X)

(3)

Here, the defined contour of the ith membership function MBi(X) is derived by combin-
ing parameters {ai1, bi1, ai2, bi2, . . ., ain, bin} and the real parameter value yi. Free parameters
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selection from the combinations of R (ai1, a
i
2, . . ., a

i
n, b

i
1, b

i
2, . . ., b

i
n, yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ Mun) signif-

icantly affects the evaluation of final fuzzy prediction model.
This study uses the evolutionary PSO learning algorithm, combined with the validity

function (CS), to determine approximate number of fuzzy rules and the initial center
positions of the membership function in the structure identification stage.

This study also uses the structure learning algorithm to construct the initial architecture
of the fuzzy model. Their detail learning stages are discussed as follows:

Structure learning 1) Randomly generate the initial populations IP = [X1, X2, . . .,
Xpop size], the definition of Xp is presented by

Xp = [RULEp, γp] = [RULEp
1,i, RULEp

2,i, . . ., RULEp
Γ,i, γ

p
1 , γ

p
2 , . . . , γ

p
Γ], i = 1, 2, . . ., n,

p ∈ {1, 2, . . ., pop size}. (4)

The possible positive number is selected as by the designer; this number represents as
the maximal bound of cluster centers for the individual pth particle, and pop size means
the population size in this training cycle. The prepared interval in the selected cluster
centers number is between 2 and Γ, so j ∈ {1, 2, . . .,Γ}. Notes that γp

j ∈ [0, 1] represents
as the indexes values, and can be used to evaluate which candidates of the cluster centers
must be selected.

Structure learning 2) The IF-THEN rules are proposed to choose the active cluster
centers by γp

j value as follows:

IFγp
j ≥ 0.5 THEN the jth candidate cluster center Rp

j,i is SELECTED

ELSE IF γp
j < 0.5 THEN the jth candidate cluster center Rp

j,i is REMOVED (5)

This example is assumed that the initial possible solutions Xp = [RULEp, γp] are
randomly created, where RULEp = [RULEp

1,i, RULEp
2,i, . . ., RULEp

j,i, . . ., RULEp
10,i], i =

1, 2, . . ., n and γp = [0.82, 0.27, 0.55, 0.27, 0.66, 0.17, 0.42, 0.91, 0.21, 0.49]. An evaluation
of the previous IF-THEN rules shows that the active cluster centers are selected as{
Rp

1,i, R
p
3,i, R

p
5,i, R

p
8,i

}
. The previous defined formula indicates that the selection of clus-

tering number is 4. Thus, the membership functions are sett at the same 4 value and the
initial center positions of their related membership functions are located at the cluster
centers.

Structure learning 3) Replace the cluster center positions with the following formula

zl =
1

Nl

∑
xj∈Cl

xj, l = 1, 2, . . ., K (6)

where Ci is the collected data point for the associated lth cluster, Nl denotes the element
number of Cl, and K is the possible maximal number of cluster centers.

Structure learning 4) Compute the related CS values of the selected kth clustering
group by the following Formula (7):

CS(K) =

1

K

K∑
l=1

{
1

Nl

∑
xj∈Cl

max
xk∈Cl

{d(xj, xk)}

}
1

K

K∑
l=1

{
min

j∈K,j 6=l
{d(zl, zj)}

} =

K∑
l=1

{
1

Nl

∑
xj∈Cl

max
xk∈Cl

{d(xj, xk)}

}
K∑
l=1

{
min

j∈K,j 6=l
{d(zl, zj)}

} (7)

where zl and zj are the related lth and jth cluster center for data groups Cl and Cj,
respectively. The determined distance between the grouped dataset zl and zj is denoted
as d. The fundamental concept of the CS measure is not only to achieve this value in the
ratio of sum of within-cluster scatter, but also to obtain the minimal distance between
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the cluster separations. Previous research discusses the clusters in different densities and
various groups sizes [13].
Structure learning 5) Compute the individual fitness value of related particle using the

following calculation:

F =
1

CSi + eps
(8)

where the CSi represents the CS measure value for the ith particle, and eps is a very small
positive value. The purpose of this evolutionary clustering algorithm is to find the correct
clustering results from the possible existed clustering groups that contain the smallest CS
value.
Structure learning 6) Determine the personal best solution (pbest) in every individual

particle using the following formula

pbestp(t+ 1) =

{
Xp(t+ 1) if F (Xp(t+ 1)) ≥ F (pbestp(t))
pbestp(t) if F (Xp(t+ 1)) < F (pbestp(t))

(9)

Here pbestp(t) and pbestp(t + 1) are denoted as the th-p particle’s best solutions at the
current and next time step, respectively.
Structure learning 7) Obtains the global best (pbest) solution using Equation (10),

gbest(t+ 1) =

{
pbestp(t+ 1) if F (pbestp(t+ 1)) ≥ F (gbest(t))
gbest(t) if F (pbestp(t+ 1)) < F (gbest(t))

(10)

From the previous formula, it is determined by choosing the better one based on a
comparison of the individual particle’s personal best value (pbestp(t+1)) with the previous
global best solution (gbest(t)). If the current fitness value of this particle is better than
the previous global best solution, the gbest(t) will be replaced by the current particle’s
solution.
Structure learning 8) Run the simple PSO learning using Equations (11) and (12):

V p
n (t+1) = τ ·V p

n (t)+α1∗rand()∗(pbestpn(t)−Xp
n(t))+α2∗rand()∗(gbestn(t)−Xp

n(t)) (11)

Xp
n(t+ 1) = Xp

n(t) + V p
n (t+ 1) (12)

where m is the dimensional number, i can be considered as the particle’s number, V is
called the velocity vector, and the generated parameters in this fuzzy model system are
denoted as X, which is the particle’s position vecto τ of the inertia factor. These α1 and
α2 values are parameters of cognitive and social learning rates in the social leaning model,
respectively. Note that gbest is called the global best particle and consists of the highest
fitness value among the entire PSO running cycle. The term pbest means the personal
best particle that has been found so far.
Structure learning 9) Repeat the learning cycle from (Structure learning 1) to (Structure

learning 8) until the running iteration is terminated.
Real clusters number and their related positions of individual cluster centers are de-

termined after the PSO learning cycles are complete. The acquired clusters numbers are
assigned to ensure the fuzzy rules number. The position of cluster center is utilized to
initialize the membership function of the fuzzy stock prediction system. The motivation
of the evolutionary clustering-type algorithm is to obtain the primary feature from the
given stock database. Therefore, the fuzzy stock prediction system, with a set of proper
membership functions, attempts to actually approximate the nonlinear time-series stock
curve by using proposed learning machine.
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In this literature, the whole parameters set (R) is achieved by the efficient learning
strategy of particle swarm optimization (PSO). The recursive least-squares (RLS) is em-
bedded into the PSO to form the PSO-RLS learning algorithm, which is used to derive
the near optimal fuzzy stock prediction systems.

3. Evolutionary PSO-RLS Parameters Learning Algorithm. Kenney and Eber-
hart first introduced the simplified social learning models-based PSO algorithm is in 1995
[25]. The parameters learning cycle uses the evolutionary PSO algorithm and the adaptive
recursive least-squares (RLS) method to acquire the proper parameters for fuzzy stock
prediction systems. It derives the initial particles to arrive at the near optimal areas based
on the guide of the global best and the personal best solutions in the population-based
PSO learning machine. Every particle evaluated with its own fitness evaluation helps
direct the particle’s movement in a self-heuristic learning way to approach the desired
solutions. After completing the previous clustering-based learning cycle, the information
of the fuzzy rules number and the related membership function centers is used to organize
the architecture of fuzzy sock prediction systems. After obtaining the number of fuzzy
rules, suitable center positions of fuzzy membership functions are sequentially assigned
by the selected cluster center values. Based on the previous initial organization, the
evolutionary-based PSO combined with the RLS, called the PSO-RLS learning scheme, is
applied to recurrently achieve the optimal parameters of fuzzy stock prediction systems.
The evolutionary PSO-RLS parameters learning strategy uses the PSO and valid RLS [19]
learning methods to achieve the best parameter values for fuzzy stock prediction systems.
Simulations result demonstrates that this approach can recursively regulate the systems
parameters and achieve the desired stock forecasting curve. The designed PSO-RLS pa-
rameters learning algorithm is expressed in the following PSO-RLS parameter learning
steps:

Parameter learning 1) As in the previous auto-clustering learning algorithm, construct
the initial fuzzy stock prediction system by selecting real membership functions number
and their associated center positions. Set the maximal iteration number (G) and running
from initial number g = 0 to G.

Parameter learning 2) Calculate the PSO learning formulas using Equations (11) and
(12).

Parameter learning 3) Compute each particle’s fitness value by the formula

FIT = exp−RMSE

where

RMSE =

 1

M

N∑
k=1

yd(k)−

m∑
i=1

MBi(x(k)) · yi
m∑
i=1

MBi(x(k))


2

0.5

(13)

and yd is denotes as the desired training value.
Parameter learning 4) Derive the personal best particle (pbest) and global best (gbest)

values using Equations (9) and (10), respectively.
Parameter learning 5) Regulate the parameters of fuzzy systems by the PSO learning

formulas, i.e., run Equations (11) and (12).
Parameter learning 6) Tune the parameter of fuzzy stock prediction systems to help

transform the output (Y) to the RLS learning method,

Y (k + 1) = Y (k)− Y (k) ·QT (k + 1) ·Q(k + 1) · Y (k)

1 +Q(k + 1) · Y (k) ·QT (k + 1)
, k = 1, · · ·, N (14)
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ω(k+1) = ω(k) + Y (k+1) ·QT (k+1) ·
(
yd(k)−Q(k + 1) · ω(k)

)
, k = 1, · · ·, N (15)

where the initial value Q(1) is determined in the zero vector form. The initial Y (1) = ηI
and its related learning constant are defined by the positive value η = 100, the term
N is the number of the collected training data, and the identity matrix I is denoted
as an m × m matrix. The adopted RLS learning scheme can manipulate the proper
parameters of a fuzzy stock prediction system to approximate the desired output (yd).
Let ω be the consequent part of the fuzzy inference engine displayed in the vector form ω =
[ω1, ω2, . . ., ωm]. The vector Q is the normalized activation of the membership functions,
shown as Q= [q1, q2, . . ., qm]. In this study, qi represents the ith membership functions
(HEi) with the input vector x, and its value is calculated by

qi =
HEi(x)

m∑
i=1

HEi(x)
(16)

Parameter learning 7) Set g = g + 1.
Parameter learning 8) If g = G, then stop, otherwise return to the Parameter learning

2 step.
Parameter learning 9) Generate the desired fuzzy prediction system from the selected

gbest parameters.
The objective of the proposed evolutionary PSO-RLS parameters learning algorithm is

to achieve the smallest root mean square error (RMSE) efficiently. In a word, a greater
fitness value leads to best parameter selections for fuzzy stock prediction systems, ulti-
mately achieving better forecasting results. This study uses two types of stock prediction
examples, i.e., the collected daily and weekly dataset, to present the adaption of the
proposed evolutionary algorithm.

4. Illustrated Simulations in TAIEX. The first case involves data collected from the
daily TAIEX dataset from January 2000 to December 2004. This stock data was divided
into the training and testing patterns in 8 different individual periods to test the self-
tuning ability of the proposed fuzzy stock prediction system. In the second case, the
weekly dataset is summarized 5 daily load dataset as 1 weekly data point. Unlike the
daily data in the previous case, weekly data is suitable for forecasting the middle-term
stock trends. Note that the period of training data ranges from January 1995 to December
2004 and testing phase ranges from January 2003 to the December 2004.
The whole evolutionary learning cycle prescribes the parameters setting for the de-

veloped auto-clustering and PSO-RLS parameter learning schemes. The population size
(P) is 20 and the maximal generated iteration (G) is 50. The learning rates for global
and personal learning formulas are setting as α = 1.2 and β = 1.2, respectively. The
simulations in this study normalize the original stock index within the range [0, 1]. The
normalization is formulated by

Oi =
Oi −Omin

Omax −Omin

(17)

where Oi is called the normalized data, Oi denotes the original data value, and Omin and
Omax represent the lower and upper bounds, respectively.

Example 4.1. Daily Fuzzy Stock Model Generation and Tracking Curve Re-
sponse. In this simulation of the daily curve, the active period of training data ranges
from January 2000 to December 2002, and the testing phase ranges from the January
2003 to the December 2004. The proposed evolutionary fuzzy stock prediction system can
approximate the trading curve of the stock price. In the system variables selection process,
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SAR regressing method extracts two primary technical indexes from the stock training
dataset. Two daily primary technical indexes, 5 MA and 6 RSI, were selected to form the
input variables of the simplified fuzzy stock prediction system in this literature. Based on
the normalized procedure of Equation (17), the 5 MA and 6 RSI were transformed into the
range of [0, 1]. Therefore, the historical stock data, that is 5 MA, 6 RSI and stock price,
where collected in the form of sequent vector. These values where respectively assigned as
two input and one output variables to form the fuzzy stock prediction system. The evo-
lutionary auto-clustering algorithm with CS measure was utilized to recognize the initial
architecture of fuzzy modeling system. 4 cluster centers constructed in this experiment,
together with their related positions, were automatically determined to build the initial ar-
chitecture of the fuzzy stock prediction model. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the distributed
clustering centers and their related grouping-dataset in the form of 2D and 3D plots, re-
spectively. In these two simulation results, the auto-clustering algorithm can achieve the
best classifications to obtain the connoting feature of the training dataset. Results features
show that 4 fuzzy rules are sufficient to build an accurate fuzzy stock model. Figures 3 and
4 present computer simulations in training and testing cycles for the stock curves predic-
tions based on the evolutionary PSO and adaptive RLS learning algorithms, respectively.
In these two experiments, the desired output from the collected historical dataset appears
as the solid curve. The actual output of the fuzzy stock prediction system appears as a
dotted-type line. The stock tracking curve of the run-time response shows that it is accu-
rately approaching toward the desired stock prices by the evolutionary PSO-RLS learning
algorithm. The best objective of the proposed evolutionary learning scheme is that it can
efficiently generate the whole fuzzy system to approximate toward the nonlinear behavior
of the time-series stock trend. The forecasting curve of the stock price produces by the evo-
lutionary learning-based fuzzy stock prediction system actually follows on the desired stock
trend. Evaluated performance comparison with the other learning methods is illustrated
in Table 1. These numerical results confirm that the adaptive SAR learning methodology
is apparently better than the random selection method. Comparison results with the other
learning systems indicates that the evolutionary auto-learning fuzzy stock prediction sys-
tem can obtain the smallest RMSE value to actually approximate to the stock price curves
of TAIEX in the testing phase.

Table 1. Performance comparisons of different methods for Example 4.1

Learning machine RMSE (testing phase)

The Fuzzy Model with random selection 52.85

The Fuzzy Model with SAR selection 27.02

Chen’s System [10] 119

Huarng’s System [23] 187

Chu’s System [15] 84

Example 4.2. Daily Stock Forecasting Performance Analysis. The objective of
trading in the stock market is to obtain the best return. This study builds efficient fuzzy
rules to configure the stock prediction models for accurately forecasting the stock price. The
developed model is a big help to traders because it increase their changes of making correct
buying/selling decisions. To evaluate the adaptive quality of the proposed decision-making
machine, several error-type and trend-type measuring items can be considered together to
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Figure 1. Clustering 2D results of the evolutionary-clustering based algorithm

Figure 2. Clustering 3D results of the evolutionary-clustering based algorithm
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Figure 3. Simulation results of the training phase for Example 4.1. Actual
(solid) and fuzzy models (dashed).

Figure 4. Simulation results of the testing phase for Example 4.1. Actual
(solid) and fuzzy models (dashed).

provide affluent trading information in the real stock market applications. The root mean
squared error (RMSE), mean absolute deviation (MAD) and mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) are error-type measures used to estimate the forecasting accuracy in the
stock market. In addition, the directional symmetry (DS), correct up-trend (CP) and
correct down-trend (CD) are the trend-type performance measures of the stock trends, and
are used to check the correct trending rate of the practical stock movement. These formulas
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are presents as follows:

MAD =

N∑
i=1

|Ti − Yi|

N
(18)

MAPE =

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣Ti − Yi

Ti

∣∣∣∣
N

(19)

DS =
100

N
×

N∑
i=1

di, di =

{
1 If (Yi − Yi−1)(Ti − Ti−1) ≥ 0
0 Otherwise

(20)

CP =
100

N
×

N∑
i=1

di, di =

{
1 If (Ti − Ti−1) ≥ 0 and (Yi − Yi−1)(Ti − Ti−1) ≥ 0
0 Otherwise

(21)

CD =
100

N
×

N∑
i=1

di, di =

{
1 If (Ti − Ti−1) ≤ 0 and (Yi − Yi−1)(Ti − Ti−1) ≥ 0
0 Otherwise

(22)

where Y is the output of the proposed fuzzy prediction system and T denotes the actual
stock price of the Taiwan stock indexes. The collected data in the training and testing
phase are denoted as N . The purpose of the developed fuzzy stock prediction system is to
obtain the smallest error based on the calculations of error-type indexes, including RMSE,
MAD and MAPE. In the other type of performance evaluation, the trend type indexes, i.e.,
DS, CP, CD, need to be increased the winning rate by the evolutionary learning scheme
as high as possible.

This case uses the same historical stock dataset for training and testing data. The dif-
ference is that the PSO-RLS algorithm was used to identify various properties divided in
8 different training periods. In these illustrated experiments, 8 training datasets were col-
lected at each one-year interval, and the following 6 months of collected data were defined
as the testing dataset. Different performance evaluation index in various 8 regions for the
training and testing dataset are presented in Table 2. These training and testing examples
illustrate the stock accuracy and tendency with 6 measure-types under 8 prediction period
regions. The constructed evolutionary clustering-based fuzzy stock prediction systems have
the ability to choose the proper fuzzy rules. In the testing phase, the presented PSO-RLS

Table 2. Proposed learning algorithm results for different performance
evaluation indices in 8 regions

Region Clusters
Training Phase Testing Phase

RMSE Run time RMSE MAD MAPE DS CP CD
1 9 37.10 14.96 33.89 27.40 0.50% 94.07 96.08 92.54
2 6 34.20 13.27 105.05 73.14 1.86% 96.77 95.31 98.33
3 8 20.87 13.10 30.67 25.14 0.43% 93.16 90.74 95.24
4 7 26.40 12.94 20.26 15.89 0.34% 93.80 96.23 92.11
5 9 23.10 13.52 17.38 13.84 0.31% 85.59 93.22 77.97
6 13 24.82 15.96 198.61 163.70 2.79% 87.60 89.86 85.00
7 5 17.67 11.95 55.19 41.84 0.67% 88.43 86.76 90.57
8 8 22.83 13.00 11.94 9.66 0.17% 94.49 95.16 93.85
Average 25.83 13.58 59.12 46.32 0.88% 91.74 92.91 90.70
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Table 3. Performance comparisons of 3 different methods in 8 time periods
for Example 4.2. (Bold form is the best data)

Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Training 2000/01 2000/07 2001/01 2001/07 2002/01 2002/07 2003/01 2003/07
period ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

2000/12 2001/06 2001/12 2002/06 2002/12 2003/06 2003/12 2004/06
Testing 2001/01 2001/07 2002/01 2002/07 2003/01 2003/07 2004/01 2004/07
period ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

2001/06 2001/12 2002/06 2002/12 2003/06 2003/12 2004/06 2004/12
Chen [10] 134 105 103 94 76 78 117 81
Huarng

418 823 264 237 150 459 534 166and Yu
[24]

Chu et
97 98 97 86 70 72 115 59

al. [15]
Fuzzy

33.89 105.05 30.67 20.26 17.38 198.61 55.19 11.94
Model

learning fuzzy model machine has the great ability to approximate the better average val-
ues, that is RMSE = 59.12, MAD = 46.32, MAPE = 0.88%, DS = 91.74, CP = 92.91,
and CD = 90.70. Table 3 presents a compression of these software simulations with the
other stock prediction systems in the same stock prediction problems. After the whole test-
ing cycle is completed, the proposed learning algorithm can ensure to efficiently achieve
the feature of stock prediction data algorithm to approach the fuzzy prediction model. This
comparison data indicates that the developed fuzzy prediction model generates more ac-
curate forecasting results than other learning schemes except for the discussed 2 and 6
regions. Therefore, the trader can obtain the best return by the proposed learning scheme.

Example 4.3. Weekly Stock Forecasting Model Generations and Performance
Analysis. This case uses the weekly stock prediction system to give investors more trading
information in the middle-term period. The period of training data for this case ranges
from January 1995 to December 2004, and the testing phase ranges from the January 2003
to the December 2004. Eighteen weekly technical stock indices were filtered into 2 primary
factors by stepwise regression analysis (SRA) to form the input variables of fuzzy stock
prediction system. Two selected weekly technical indices, that is, the highest value and the
MACD, and one forecasting TAIEX stock quote were assigned as input and output vari-
ables for the fuzzy stock prediction system, respectively. In this case, 8 clusters and their
related positions were determined by the evolutionary auto-clustering algorithm. Figures
5 and 6 represent simulation results for these 2D and 3D plots, respectively. The feature
of this weekly training data is scattered over a wide training area. Even under unfavorable
conditions, the proposed auto-clustering algorithm can achieve the appropriate classifica-
tions to obtain the proper connoting characteristic from the training dataset Based on this
initial configuration, the PSO-RLS learning algorithm was applied to efficiently rebuild
the accurate fuzzy stock prediction model for approaching the desired Taiwan stock quotes.
Software simulations in forecasting the Taiwan’s stock quotes on the training and testing
cycles are illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. Simulation result presents that
the created fuzzy stock prediction system obtains the great stock price forecasting curve. To
verify the correct fuzzy number selection using the proposed auto-clustering algorithm, the
fuzzy C-means (FCM) learning algorithm was applied to obtain the initial fuzzy structure
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while the clustering number was manually increased from 2 to 10. The parameter learning
algorithm and the standard PSO learning algorithm were then applied to construct the
fuzzy stock prediction system. Table 4 shows a comparison of the performance of vari-
ous approaches. These experiments use the correct 8 cluster number determined by the
auto-clustering algorithm and the PSO-RLS learning to achieve the best performance in
this weekly stock trading decision. Because of the superior performance measure for the
testing cycle produced by the proposed evolutionary learning algorithm, the selected values
included RMSE = 240.12, MAD = 116.7, MAPE = 2.315%, DS = 74.51, CP = 82.37,
and CD = 70.89. The developed fuzzy stock prediction system in the weekly period can
provide sufficient information to help traders earn higher profits in investment market in
the future middle-term.

Figure 5. Clustering 2D results of the evolutionary auto-clustering algo-
rithm for Example 4.3

5. Conclusion. The evolutionary auto-clustering learning machine in this study was
applied to automatically, quickly and accurately construct a feasible architecture of fuzzy
stock prediction system. After the initial configurations of the fuzzy stock prediction
system, a set of flexible membership functions was tuned to form an adaptive behavior
fuzzy stock model by the evolutionary PSO-RLS learning algorithm in the discussed
TAIEX applications.
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Figure 6. Clustering 3D results of the evolutionary auto-clustering algo-
rithm for Example 4.3

Figure 7. Simulation result of the training phase for Example 4.3. Actual
(solid) and fuzzy models (dashed).
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Figure 8. Simulation result of the testing phase for Example 4.3. Actual
(solid) and fuzzy models (dashed).

Table 4. Performance comparisons of different clustering numbers condi-
tions for Example 4.3

Training Phase Testing Phase
Testing Clustering

RMSE DS
Run

RMSE MAD MAPE DS CP CD
Cycle Number Time

FCM & PSO learning algorithm
1 2 179.49 72.30 12.83 271.71 131.16 2.37% 70.49 76.45 61.46
2 3 180.11 72.30 14.09 268.33 131.38 2.38% 70.49 76.45 61.46
3 4 180.19 73.51 15.58 257.49 135.11 2.43% 71.46 76.45 63.90
4 5 177.19 73.03 16.54 262.65 128.90 2.31% 70.49 76.45 61.46
5 6 178.10 73.03 17.78 257.23 132.69 2.39% 71.46 76.45 63.90
6 7 177.03 73.51 19.45 257.36 131.30 2.36% 72.43 76.45 66.34
7 8 176.17 74.72 20.38 255.85 130.16 2.34% 71.46 76.45 63.90
8 9 176.20 73.51 21.66 256.24 127.19 2.28% 71.46 78.06 61.46
9 10 183.11 73.27 23.46 260.76 134.95 2.43% 70.09 74.84 63.90

The proposed evolutionary learning algorithm
10 8 169.21 75.12 22.72 240.18 116.7 2..315% 74.51 82.37 70.89

In the proposed fuzzy structure learning procedure, the SRA method first extracts the
two most important technical indexes as the input variables of fuzzy model to reduce
the complexity of the fuzzy system. An evolutional auto-clustering algorithm with the
CS validity function then determines the proper fuzzy number to quickly initialize the
organization of fuzzy stock prediction system. The parameters learning procedure uses the
evolutionary PSO with the specific fitness function and the adapted RLS learning methods
to create the required fuzzy parameter values. The developed evolutionary structure and
parameter learning schemes can fit the desired stock tracking curve to accurately present
the nonlinear behavior of the time-series daily and weekly stock datasets.
A 764-item dataset was collected in the interval between January 2000 and June 2004

for the daily type stock optimization problem. Simulation result indicates that the two
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primary technical indexes derived by the SRA selections achieve better forecasting out-
comes in various testing regions. It can be proved that the constructed fuzzy prediction
system can actually represent the feature of the TAIEX. Simulation comparisons with
other various leaning machine in 8 different periods shows that the fuzzy prediction sys-
tem contains the better prediction results. A 260-item dataset was derived from the
interval of January 1995 to October 2004 for the weekly type stock prediction problem.
Forecasting results in improving the stock price accuracy and wining rate indicates that
the novel evolutionary learning algorithm achieves better performance than the FCM +
PSO learning scheme.

The adapted capability of the evolutionary learning algorithm is not only suitable for
daily stock prediction, but also available for the weekly stock prediction problems. In a
word, the developed evolutionary algorithm is capable of making good decisions in the
short-term and middle-term stock markets. The self-learning schemes in this study can
be improved to apply to hourly (i.e., real-time) data applications, such as forecasting
application in forward price markets.
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